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We study the large-time behavior of solutions of the compressible NavierStokes
equations without heat conductivity. Acoustic waves are dissipative due to the
viscosity. Entropy waves are nondissipative due to lack of heat conductivity. Thus
the system is of composite type, the simplest prototype of this class of nonlinear
partial differential equations. We study the nonlinear interactions of waves using a
combination of energy method, weighted energy method, and pointwise estimates.
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where v, u, p, e and T are, respectively, the specific volume, velocity,
pressure, internal energy, and temperature of the gas. E=e+ 12u
2 is the
total energy, and }0, +0 are the heat conductivity and viscosity
coefficients. The system is closed by the equation of state, when all
thermodynamics variables v, p, e, T, as well as the entropy s, are given









For }>0, +0, the system is dissipative, though not uniformly parabolic
but hyperbolic-parabolic. The dissipation of solutions has been studied in
[3] and [6]. When }=+=0, the system becomes hyperbolic, the com-
pressible Euler equations, which give rise to shock waves. In the present
paper we study the case when the heat conductivity } is zero and the




ut+ px=\+v ux+x ,
Et+( pu)x=\+v uux+x .
The system is not dissipative as the following simple example shows:
Consider the initial data
u(x, 0)=u , p(x, 0)= p , s(x, 0)=s0(x)
for some constants u and p and arbitrary function s0(x). It is easily seen
that the following stationary, non-dissipative functions
u(x, t)=u , p(x, t)= p , s(x, t)=s0(x)
represent the solution of (1.1) with the given initial data. These are entropy
waves, which are not dissipative due to lack of heat conductivity. On the
other hand, we will show that the positive viscosity +>0 does dissipate the
acoustic waves. Thus (1.1) is of composite type with regard to dissipation.
General important physical models are of such a type, for instance, the
compressible Euler equations with thermo-nonequilibrium, [7], and the
magneto-hydrodynamics with some dissipation parameters set zero. The
system (1.1) is the simplest prototype of this class of partial differential
equations.
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Our main result is the following theorem on the large time behavior of
solutions when the initial value is a perturbation of a constant state. We set
u =0 for simplicity.
Theorem 1.1. Let the initial data ( p0 , u0 , s0) be the perturbation of a
constant state ( p , 0, s ), p >0, s >0, satisfying
( p0& p , u0 , s0&s ) # H 7(R),
(1.2)
( p0& p , u0 , s0&s )(x)=O(1)(x2+1)&34,
( p$0 , u$0 , s$0)(x)=O(1)(x2+1)&34,
( p"0 , u"0 , s"0 )(x)=O(1)(x2+1)&34,
&p0& p &7+&u0&7+&s0&s &7+sup
x # R
[(x2+1)34( | p0& p |+|u0 |+|s0&s |
+| p$0 |+|u$0 |+|s$0 |+| p"0 |+|u"0 |+|s"0 | )(x)]#=*<<1.
Then for all x # R, t0, the solution for the Cauchy problem of (1.1)
uniquely exists and has the decay properties




( px , ux)(x, t)=O(1) =*(t+1)&12 [(t+1)&12
} (e&(x+c (t+1))2+*(t+1)+e&(x&c (t+1))2+*(t+1))
+[(x+c (t+1))2+t+1]&34
+[(x&c (t+1))2+t+1]&34], (1.3)2
&( pxx , uxx)&L(t)=O(1) =*(t+1)&32, (1.3)3
s(x, t)&s =O(1) =*(x2+1)&34,
(1.4)
sx(x, t)=O(1) =*(x2+1)&34,
where c is the value of the sound speed c=- ppe& pv at the constant state
( p , s ), +*>0 is a constant, and & }&m is the Sobolev norms & }&Hm .
Note that the acoustic waves are dissipated (1.3), and the entropy wave
stays (1.4). This is consistent with the example given earlier.
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For our analysis, it is convenient to rewrite (1.1) in terms of the





{ut+ px=\+v ux+x , (1.1)$st= +vT u2x .
We first linearize the first two equations of (1.1)$ about p= p , u=0 and
s=s to yield linearized isentropic NavierStokes equations. The Green’s
function for the linearized system has been studied in the strong pointwise
sense in [9], cf. Section 5, [6]. This is used to study the dissipation of u
and p (1.3). The asymptotic shape of s (1.4), is analyzed using the third
equation in (1.1)$. In the study of the dissipation of u and p we combine
the energy method [4] and the pointwise estimates based on the Green’s
function. Such an approach was introduced in [6] for dissipative systems.
One makes an a priori pointwise hypothesis for the lower derivatives and
then uses the energy estimate to control the higher derivatives. In the
present situation, s&s does not decay and we need to make use of the fact
that s&s basically has compact support (1.4), while u propagates mainly
along the acoustic directions dxdt=\c , and so their product (s&s )u has
faster decay rate. This needs to be seen on the level of energy estimate,
which is obtained by the weighted energy method, Lemmas 3.83.10.
There is another interesting difference between non-dissipative system
(1.1) and dissipative systems, in that it is not possible to obtain the leading
term in the time-asymptotic state in (1.3), (1.4) based simply on the conserved
quantities
| (v&v , u, E&E )t ( y, t) dy. (1.5)
That the entropy wave cannot be determined a priori through the conserved
quantities is clear from our example above. In fact the entropy wave
behaves as linear hyperbolic wave and contains infinite conservation laws.
The acoustic waves cannot be determined a priori either, due to the fact
that the pressure p is not a conserved quantity and yet it is constant across
the entropy wave. This is seen as follows: For the base state p= p , u=0,
s=s , there are the characteristic vectors r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 , corresponding to
the characteristic values *1, 2=c and *3=0. The backward acoustic wave
takes values in the r 1 direction and the forward acoustic wave in r 2 direc-
tion. We now construct a nontrivial initial data with the zero conserved
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quantities (1.5) as follows: Take the amount a of backward and b of
forward acoustic waves so that ar 1+br 2 has zero u component in (1.5).
Since u is not a Riemann invariant for acoustic waves, i.et* he u component
of r 1 and r 2 are nonzero, we may choose a{0, b{0, so that ar 1+br 2 is
a nonzero vector in the (v, E) plane in the (v, u, E) coordinates. Between
these acoustic waves, which are set far apart and basically noninteracting,
we now insert an entropy wave. For linear system the entropy wave creates
a conserved quantity dr 3 for some scalar d. This would imply that the sum
of conserved quantity ar 1+br 2+dr 3 is nonzero except when the solution is
trivial, a=b=d=0 because r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 are linearly independent.
However, in the nonlinear case of interest physically here, the value the
entropy wave takes, u=0, p= p , is not a line in the (v, E) plane but either
a convex or concave curve. Suppose it is a convex curve, Fig. 1. The
tangent to the curve at (v , E ) is r 3 . Take a vector (v1 , E1) on the curve
p= p , Fig. 1, and consider the entropy wave
(v(x), u(x), E(x))={(v1 , 0, E1),(v , 0, E ),
for 0<x<M
otherwise.
This wave contributes the amount M: to the conserved quantities (1.5).
Similarly one can obtain the conserved quantity M; through another
FIGURE 1
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stationary wave. Since M can be arbitrary, by linear superposition of these
waves we can construct entropy wave with conserved quantity any vector
# to the one side of r 3 , Fig. 1. In particular, by changing the signs of a and
b, if necessary, we can set &(ar 1+br 2) to be one of the vector #. This
constructs a non-trivial wave patten with zero conserved quantities. Thus
the conserved quantities (1.5) do not determine the amount of acoustic
waves.
In the next section we study the solution of the linearized system with
source of nonlinear waves. This is needed in the study of interaction of
waves. New types of waves, some of them non-dissipative, arise in the pre-
sent study. This requires new estimates beyond previous works on this
topic, [6, 5]. The combination of pointwise estimate, energy method and
weighted energy method for the stability analysis is then carried out in
Section 3.
Throughout this paper, we will use C to denote a universal positive con-
stant independent of x and t.
2. EVOLUTION OF ELEMENTARY WAVES
To obtain the pointwise property of solution, we need precise estimates
on the evolution of elementary waves, of which the solution is composed.
Some of the estimates in this section are cited from the papers by Liu [5],
and Liu and Zeng [6], where dissipative systems are studied.
We define the following functions of x # (&, ), t # [0, ),
%:(x, t; *, &)=(t+1)&:2 e&(x&*(t+1))
2&(t+1),
(x, t; *)=[(x&*(t+1))2+t+1]&34, (2.1)
 (x, t; *)=[(x&*(t+1))2+1]&34,
where :, * are constants, and & is a positive constant.
Lemma 2.1 [5]. Let ::$0, :&:$<3, ;>0, &>0 and * is a







(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 } e&(x&y&*(t&{))2&(t&{)%;( y, {; *, &) dy d{)
={O(1) %#(x, t; *, &) log(t+2),O(1) %#(x, t; *, &),
if :=3 or ;=3,
otherwise,
where #=min(:, 3)+min(;, 3)&3.
Denote the characteristic function of a set D as char[D].
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Lemma 2.2 [5]. Let the constants :1, :$0, 0:&:$<3, ;1,
&>0, and *{*$. Then for any given =>0, K|*&*$|, and all








} e&(x& y&*(t&{))2&(t&{)%;( y, {; *$, &) dy d{)
=O(1)[%#(x, t; *, &+=)+%#$(x, t; *$, &+=)
+|x&*(t+1)|&(;&1)2 |x&*$(t+1)| &(:&1)2
} char[min(*, *$)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*, *$)(t+1)&K - t+1]]
+{O(1) %#(x, t; *, &+=) log(t+1),0,
if ;=3
otherwise,




where #=:+ 12 min(;, 3)&
3





Lemma 2.3. Let ::$0, :&:$<3, ;0, &>0 and * be a constant.








} ({+1)&;2 ( y, {; *) dy d{
=O(1)[%#(x, t; *, &+=)+(t+1)&_2 (x, t; *)]




&_2 (x, t; *) log(t+1),
0,





2 , and _=min(:, 3)+min(;, 2)&3.
Proof. The case :&:$=2 is a refinement of Lemma 3.5 in [6]. Denote
the left-hand side of (2.4) as I. Without loss of generality, we assume *=0.
We consider two cases.
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which is bounded by the right-hand side of (2.4).
Case 2. |x|- t+1. We consider x- t+1. The case x

























(t&{)&(:&:$&1)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 ({+1)&;2 |x|&32 d{













(t&{)&(:&:$&1)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 ({+1)&;2 d{





















+O(1) (x, t; 0) {(t+1)
&_2 (1+log(t+1)),
(t+1)&_2,
if :=3 or ;=2
otherwise,
(2.6)
where =$>0 is small, and we have used the fact that %32(x, t; 0, &+=)=
O(1) (x, t; 0). The right-hand side of (2.6) is exactly that of (2.4). K
Lemma 2.4. Let the constants :1, :$0, 0:&:$<3, ;0, &>0,









} e&(x& y&*(t&{))2&(t&{)({+1)&;2 ( y, {; *$) dy d{
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=O(1) %#(x, t; *, &+=)+O(1)(t+1)&_2
} [(x&*(t+1))2+(t+1) (53)&(13) min(;, 2)]&34
+O(1)(t+1)&_$2 (x, t; *$)(13) min(:, 3)




+O(1) |x&*(t+1)|&(12) min(;, 52)&14 |x&*$(t+1)|&(12)(:&1)
} char[min(*, *$)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*, *$)(t+1)&K - t+1]
%:(x, t; *, &+=) log(t+1), if ;= 32
+O(1){(t+1)&(12)(:&1) (x, t; *) log(t+1), if ;=20, otherwise,
(2.7)




4 , _=:+min(;, 2)&3, _$=min(:, 3)+;&3.
Proof. The case :&:$=2 is a refinement of Lemma 3.6 in [6]. Denote
the left-hand side of (2.7) as I. It is clear that for fixed :, :$ and ;, I=I(x, t;
*, *$, &). By changing variables, we have
I(x, t; *, *$, &)=O(1) I \x&*(t+1)*$&* , t; 0, 1,
&
(*$&*)2+ .
Thus without loss of generality, we assume *=0, *$=1. We consider five
cases.












=$x + (t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2
} e&(x& y)2&(t&{)({+1)&;2 } [( y&({+1))2+{+1]&34 dy d{
#I1+I2 , (2.8)
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(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 e&(x& y)2&(t&{)({+1)&;2


























































(t&{)&(:&:$&1)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 (t+1)&(;2)&(32) d{





































} [( y&({+1))2+{+1]&34 dy d{
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I2=O(1) %#( x, t; 0, &+=) {1,1+log(t+1),
if ;{ 32
if ;= 32
+O(1)(t+1)&(_$2)&(32) e&x2(&+=) t {1,1+log(t+1),
if :{3
if :=3
=O(1) %#(x, t; 0, &+=) {1,1+log(t+1),
if ;{ 32
if ;= 32





Equations (2.8)(2.11), (2.14) together settle Case 1.
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+O(1)(t+1)&(12) min(:, 3)&;2 {1,1+log(t+1),
if :{3
if :=3
=O(1) %#(x, t; 0, &+=) {1,1+log(t+1),
if ;{ 32
if ;= 32
+O(1)(t+1)&_$2 (x, t; 1) (13) min(:, 3)

















} (t&{+1)&:$2 e&(x& y)2&(t&{)({+1)&;2
} [( y&({+1))2+{+1]&34 dy d{
#I1+I2+I3 . (2.15)



























































} x&(12) min(;, 2)&(12) {1,log x,
if ;{2
if ;=2
=O(1) %#(x, t; 0, &+=) {1,1+log(t+1),
if ;{ 32
if ;= 32
+O(1)(t+1&x)&(:&1)2 x&(12) min(;, 52)&14. (2.16)





=O(1)(t&x&- x)&(:&1)2 (x&- x)&(;2)&(34) x12
=O(1)(t+1&x)&(:&1)2 x&(;2)&(14). (2.17)
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+O(1)(t+1)&_$2 (x, t; 1) (13) min(:, 3)




where we have chosen a small =$>0. Equations (2.15)(2.18) settle Case 3.
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(t&{)&(:&1)2 ({+1)&;2 (x&({+1))&32 d{


























+O(1)(t+1)&(;2)&(14) min(:, 3) {1,1+log(t+1),
if :{3
if :=3
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(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 e&(x& y)2&(t&{)









































} (t&{)&(:&:$&1)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 d{
=O(1)(t+1)&(:2)&(12) min(;, 2) {1,log(t+1),
if ;{2
if ;=2













(t&{)&(:&:$&1)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 (t+1)&;2 d{&
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+O(1)(t+1)&_$2 (x, t; 1) (13) min(:, 3)




Together with (2.19), Case 5 is settled. K
Lemma 2.5. Let the constants &>0, &$>0, and *{*$. Let k=0 or 1. If
a function h(x, t) satisfies
 j
x j
h(x, t)=O(1)[%2+ j (x, t; *$, &$)+(t+1)&34 (x, t; *$)





hxx=O(1)[%4(x, t; *$, &$)+(t+1)&32 (x, t; *$)
+(t+1)&32 (x, t; *)],










h( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(t+1)&k2[(x, t; *)+(t+1)&14](x, t; *$)
+|x&*(t+1)|&1 |x&*$(t+1)| &12
} char[min(*, *$)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*, *$)(t+1)&K - t+1]] (2.24)
This lemma can be proved in a similar way as Lemma 3.4 in [6]. We
omit the details here.
Lemma 2.6. Let the constants :1, :$0, 0:&:$<3, ;0, &>0,









(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 e&(x& y&*(t&{))2&(t&{)
_({+1)&;2  ( y, ; *$) dy d{
=O(1)[%#(x, t; *, &+=)+%#$(x, t; *$, &)
+O(1)(t+1)&_2 [(x&*(t+1))2+(t+1) (53)&(13) min(;, 2)]&34
+O(1)(t+1)&_$2 (x, t; *$) (13) min(:, 3)
_[(x&*(t+1))2+(t+1)2]&(34)(1&(13) min(:, 3))
+O(1)[ |x&*(t+1)| &(12) min(;, 3) |x&*$(t+1)|&(:&1)2
+|x&*(t+1)|&(;&1)2 |x&*$(t+1)|&:2]
} char[min(*, *$)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*, *$)(t+1)&K - t+1]
O(1)[%:(x, t; *, &+=)+(t+1)&(:&1)2 (x, t; *)] log(t+1),
+{ if ;= 20, otherwise
+{O(1)(t+1)





where #=:+ 12 min(;, 2)&1, #$=
1
2 min(:, 2)+;&1, _=:+min(;, 2)&3,
and _$=min(:, 3)+;&3.
Proof. As before, we may assume *=0, *$=1. Denote the left-hand





| y&({+1)| =$ - {+1
(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 e&(x& y)2&(t&{)





| y&({+1)|=$ - {+1
(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 e&(x& y)2&(t&{)
} ({+1)&;2 [( y&({+1))2+1]&34 dy d{
#I1+I2 , (2.26)
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where =$>0 is a small constant. we apply Lemma 2.4 to I1 . It is bounded
by the right-hand side of (2.7), hence by the right-hand side of (2.25). To
estimate I2 , we consider five cases as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.













(t&{)&(:&:$)2 (t&{+1)&:$2 e&({+1)24&(t&{)({+1)&;2 d{& .
The estimate for I2 is then analogous to that for the right-hand side of
(2.12).
Case 2. |x|K - t+1. This case is similar to Case 2 in Lemma 2.4.
















(t&{)&:2 e&(x&({+1))2 (1&=$)2&(t&{)({+1)&;2 d{





Each term on the right-hand side is an analogue to part of I1 , I2 , I3 in
Eqs. (2.16)(2.18), and can be estimated by a similar approach.
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+O(1)(t+1)&(14) min(:, 2)&(;2)+(12). (2.27)
The first term on the right-hand side has been treated in Case 4 of Lemma
2.4. Eq. (2.27) then becomes
I2=O(1)(t+1)&#$2=O(1) %#$(x, t; 1, &).
If :=2, we need to refine the above approach so that we can get rid of









| y&({+1)|=$ - {+1
(t&{)&1






As in (2.27), I21+I23 has the desired estimate O(1)(t+1)&;2. Now we
estimate I22 . The case x&(t+1)>0 is simpler. For x&(t+1)0,

























































(t&{)&12 (t+1)&;2 [(t+1&x)2+1]&34 d{
=O(1)(t+1)&;2=O(1) %#$(x, t; 1, &).






The right-hand side has the same form as I1 in (2.19). Thus similar to
(2.20), we have
I2=O(1)(t+1)&(:2)&(;2)+(34) (x&(t+1))&32
=O(1)(t+1)&_$2 (x, t; 1) (13) min(:, 3)
} [x2+(t+1)2]&(34)(1&(13) min(:, 3)). K





e&(t&{)&(x, ; *) d{=O(1) (x, t; *). (2.28)




({+1)&54 (x, ; *) d{=O(1)(x2+1)&34. (2.29)




































The cases |x|3 |*| and *=0 are trivial. K
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3. STABILITY ANALYSIS
We now prove Theorem 1.1. Since the solution is a small perturbation
around the constant state ( p , 0, s ), we rewrite (1.1)$ as
p& p 0 c 2 0 p&p 0 0 0 p&p
\ u + t+\1 0 0+\ u +x=\0 + v 0+\ u +xx+g, (3.1)s&s 0 0 0 s&s 0 0 0 s&s








g3+=\ \\+v&+v + ux+x + . (3.2)+
vT
u2x
We notice that in the linear part of (3.1), the third equation is decoupled
from the first two, which are exactly the p-system. The fundamental solu-
tion for the p-system has been studied by Zeng. See Section 2 in [9], also
see Section 5 in [6]. We cite the result here. But first we diagonalize the
left-hand side of (3.1) to simplify the presentation. The matrix
0 c 2 0
A=\1 0 0+0 0 0
has eigenvalues *1, 2=c , *3=0, left eigenvectors









, r3=(0, 0, 1)t, (3.4)
satisfying li rj=$ij , i, j=1, 2, 3. Let
l1
L=\ l2+ , R=(r1 , r2 , r3). (3.5)l3
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Clearly LR=RL=I. Introduce linear transform
u1 p&p p&p &c u
\u2+=L \ u +=\p&p +c u+ . (3.6)u3 s&s s&s
System (3.1) becomes
u1 &c 0 0 u1
\u2+ t+\ 0 c 0+\u2+xu3 0 0 0 u3





v \&1 1 0+\u2+xx+\g1+c g2+ . (3.7)0 0 0 u3 g3
Applying transfrom (3.6) to the p-system, we have the following estimate
on the fundamental solution.

























} (e&(x+c t)2C*t+e&(x&c t)2C*t)+e&v c 2t+ :
l
j=0
$ (l& j)(x) Qj ,
(3.8)
where l0 is an integer,

















and Qj , j=1, ..., l, are 2_2 polynomial matrices in t with degree not more
than j.
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We now apply Duhamel’s principle and Lemma 3.1 to (3.7). Let G1, 2









e&v (x& y&*1 t)22+ t
l
yl

















} e&v (x& y&*1(t&{))22+ (t&{)
l
yl


















e&v (x& y&*2 t)22+ t
l
yl

















} e&v (x& y&*2(t&{))22+ (t&{)
l
yl





















g3(x, {) d{, (3.11)
where
*1, 2=c , w=(u1 , u2)t, g~ =(g1&c g2 , g1+c g2)t. (3.12)
Equations (3.11) allow us to perform stability analysis through pointwise
approach. To close the analysis, however, we need the help of the energy
estimate for (1.1). The following result is due to Kawashima and Okada
[4]. They established the energy estimate for more general case when
magnetic field is present, including (1.1) as a special case.
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Lemma 3.2. Let m2 be an integer and assume that ( p0& p , u0 , s0&s )
# Hm. If &( p0& p , u0 , s0&s )&m is sufficiently small, system (1.1)$ with initial




&( p& p , u, s&s )( } , {)&2m+|
t
0
(&px( } , {)&2m&1+&ux( } , {)&2m) d{
C&( p0& p , u0 , s0&s )&2m (3.13)
for all t0 and some constant C>0 independent of t.
We now perform an a priori estimate. Set
,1(x, t)=%1(x, t; &c , +*)+(x, t; &c )+ (x, t; c ),
,2(x, t)=%1(x, t; c , +*)+(x, t; c )+ (x, t; &c ), (3.14)
,3(x)= (x, t; 0)=(x2+1)&34,
where %: , ,  are defined in (2.1),
 (x, t; *)=[|x&*(t+1)|3+(t+1)2]&12, (3.15)
and +* is any fixed number such that
+*>max {2+v , C*= , (3.16)
with C* being the one in (3.8). Also define





i=1, 2 {&(u i ,&1i )( } , {)&L+&({+1)12 (u ix,&1i )( } , {)&L





u i ( } , {)"L ({+1) (5&l)2=
+ sup
0{t
[&(u3 ,&13 )( } , {)&L+&(u3x,
&1
3 )( } , {)&L
+&(u3xx , &1)( } , {)&L ]. (3.18)
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Clearly, for &<x<, t0, we have
|ui (x, t)|M(t) ,i (x, t),
(3.19)1
|uix(x, t)|M(t)(t+1)&12 ,i (x, t),








ui (x, t) }M(t)(t+1)&12, i=1, 2,
and
|u3(x, t)|, |u3x(x, t)|M(t) ,3(x), |u3xx(x, t)|M(t) , (x). (3.19)2
We estimate each term in (3.11) through a sequence of lemmas. First we
assess the contribution from the initial data.







e&v (x& y&*i t)22+ t
l
yl
ui ( y, 0) dy=O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t),
(3.20)
where l=0, 1, 2, i=1, 2, =* is the amplitude of the initial data defined in
(1.2).
Proof. Denote the left-hand side of (3.20) as I. Assume t4c 2=2, where




t&(l+1)2e&v (x& y&*i t)22(+ +=) t |ui ( y, 0)| dy. (3.21)
For |x&*i (t+1)|(t+1)12,
I=O(1)(t+1)&(l+1)2 &ui ( } , 0)&L1
=O(1) =*(t+1)&(l+1)2
=O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 , i (x, t)
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by (3.6), (1.2), (3.14), and (2.1). For |x&*i (t+1)|(t+1)12, say,








t&(l+1)2e&v (x&*i (t+1))2 (1&=)22(+ +=) t




t&(l+1)2 e&v (x& y&*i (t+1))22(+ +=)t
} |x&*i (t+1)|&32 dy
=O(1) =*(t+1)&(l+1)2e&(x&*i (t+1))2+*t
+O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 |x&*i (t+1)|&32
=O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t)
by (3.6), (1.2), (3.16), (3.14), and (2.1). The case that x&*i (t+1)
&(t+1)12 is similar.




u i ( } , 0)"L=O(1) =*=O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t)




t&12e&v ( |x|2&c t)22+ t } 
l
yl




t&12e&v (x& y&*it)22+ t }x2 }
&32
dy
=O(1) =*t&12e&v x232+ t+O(1) =*|x|&32
=O(1) =*t&34e&v x264+ t+O(1) =* |x| &32
=O(1) =* |x|&32
=O(1)=*(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t);
and the case x<&4c (t+1) is similar. K
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e&v (x& y&*it)22+ t
l
yl
u i ( y, 0) dy=O(1) =*(t+1)&(l+1)2, (3.22)
where l=3, 4, i=1, 2.





t&(l+1)2e&v (x& y&*it)22(+ +=) t |u i ( y, 0)| dy
=O(1)(t+1)&(l+1)2 &ui ( } , 0)&L1 .
By (3.6) and (1.2), Eq. (3.22) follows. For t1, we use Sobolev inequality




ui ( } , 0)"L=O(1) &ui ( } , 0)&l+1=O(1) =*
=O(1) =*(t+1)&(l+1)2. K





(G i&Gi*)(x& y, t)
l
yl
w( y, 0) dy=O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t), (3.23)
where l=0, 1, 2, i=1, 2, Gi and Gi* are the i-rows of G and G* respectively,
and w=(u1 , u2)t.
Proof. Denote the left-hand side of (3.23) as I. For t4c 2=2, =>0 is













O(1)(t+1)&12 t&(l+1)2(e&(x& y+c t)2C*t+e&(x& y&c t)2C*t)
} w( y, 0) dy+e&v c 2t+ :
l
j=0
(Qj) i w(l& j)(x, 0), (3.24)
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where (Qj) i is the i-row of Qj . Compare the right-hand side of (3.24) with
that of (3.21). It is easily seen that




Using (3.6) and (1.2), we have
I=O(1) =*(t+1)&(l+1)2 (,1(x, t)+,2(x, t))+O(1) =*e&tC(x2+1)&34.
From (2.1) and (3.15) it is clear that
(t+1)&12 %1(x, t; *, +)=O(1)  (x, t; *),
(t+1)&12 (x, t; *)=O(1)  (x, t; *),
(3.25)
 (x, t; *)=O(1) (x, t; *),
e&tC(x2+1)&34=O(1) (x, t; *).
Thus by (3.14),
I=O(1) =*(t+1)&l2 , i (x, t), i=1, 2.















t&12(e&(x& y+c t)2C*t+e&(x& y&c t)2C*t) } 
l
y l
w( y, 0) } dy
+O(1) =*e&tC(x2+1)&34.
Following the same procedure as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 gives us the
desired result. K








w( y, 0) dy=O(1) =*(t+1)&1&(l2), (3.26)
where l=3, 4, i=1, 2.
Proof. Using (3.8), the proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.4. K
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u3(x, 0)=O(1) =*,3(x), (3.27)
where l=0, 1, 2.
Proof. Equation (3.27) is straightforward by the definition of u3 in
(3.6), (1.2) and the definition of ,3 in (3.14). K
To assess the contribution from the nonlinear sources in (3.11), as
mentioned before, we need to perform weighted energy estimate as well.
We define weighted energies of the following form:































(x, {) dx d{+e ij (t; =, C ), (3.28)
where i0 and j1 are integers, =>0 is a fixed small constant, C>0 is
a fixed large constant, and















(x, {) dx d{.
(3.29)
First we establish the following recursive relation:
Lemma 3.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, we have for t0,
0i2, 1 j5,





eil (t; =, C)+e i+1, j&1(t; =, C)& ,
_=4 if i+j=1, 2, 3,
_=2 if i+j=4, 5,
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where =>0 is sufficiently small, C>0 is sufficiently large, and M(t) is
defined by (3.18).
Proof. Dividing the first equation of (1.1)$ by c2, applying  jx j to the

























































Applying  jx j to the second equation of (1.1)$, and multiplying the result






































Multiplying the sum of (3.31) and (3.32) by e&(t&{)C and integrating it















































































& (x, {) dx d{



































































































































x j+1& (x, {) dx d{




































































































































































































































&= (x, {) dx d{














x j } _ }
 jp
x j }+ }
 j+1u




eil (t; =, C )+O(1) ei+1, j&1(t; =, C )+$ eij (t; =, C)
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eil (t; =, C )+O(1) ei+1, j&1(t; =, C )+2$ eij (t; =, C ),
where $ >0 is small and will be chosen later. Here we have used the
Sobolev inequality, (3.13), (1.2), (3.6), (3.19), (1.1)$ and the assumptions



































eil (t; =, C)+ei+1, j&1(t; =, C )&















(x, {) dx d{
(3.33)
To estimate the double integral on the right&hand side, we consider j=1














(x, {) dx d{=O(1) =*2M 2(t)(t+1)&4.
Thus (3.30) is proved. We now assume j2. Apply  j&1x j&1 to the
second equation of (1.1)$, multiply the result by e&(t&{)C((ix i)

















































































































































eil (t; =, C)+O(1) =*2M 2(t)(t+1)&4.




































eil (t; =, C ). (3.34)






























eij (t; =, C )




eil (t; =, C)+ei+1, j&1(t; =, C )&















& (x, t) dx+eij (t; =, C)= .









































(x, t) dx (3.35)
































(x, t) dx= . (3.36)
Equations (3.28), (3.35), and (3.36) give us
Eij (t; =, C )=O(1) {(M4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&_+ :
j&1
l=0
eil (t; =, C)











(x, t) dx= .
(3.37)
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(x, t) dx=O(1) =*2M 2(t)(t+1)&6+ j,
2 j4.
Thus (3.30) is proved except for the cases i=0, j=3, and i=0, j=5. For






























e1l (t; =, C )+e2, j&3(t; =, C )=O(1) =*2M2(t)(t+1)&_












e0l (t; =, C )& .
Together with (3.37), we have proved (3.30) for the cases i=0, j=3 and
i=0, j=5. K
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Lemma 3.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, we have for t0,
0i2, 1 j5,
Eij (t; =, C )=O(1)(M 4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&_,
_={4,2,
if i+ j=1, 2, 3,
if i+ j=4, 5,
where =>0 is sufficiently small and C>0 is sufficiently large.
Proof. We use the recursive relation (3.30) to prove (3.39). For j=1,
0i2,
Ei1(t; =, C )=O(1)[(M4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&4+ei0(t; =, C )+ei+1, 0(t; =, C )]
=O(1)(M 4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&4 (3.40)
by (3.29), (3.13), (1.2), and (3.19). For j=2, 0i2, we use (3.28) as well.
That is,
Ei2(t; =, C )=O(1)[(M4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&_+ei0(t; =, C )
+ei1(t; =, C )+e i+1, 1(t; =, C )]
=O(1)[(M4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&_+Ei1(t; =, C )+ei+1, 1(t; =, C )]
=O(1)[(M4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&_+ei+1, 1(t; =, C)],
where we have used the result on Ei1 . If i=0, 1, we use E i+1, 1 to bound
ei+1, 1 . With (3.40) we then obtain the desired estimate. If i=2, we use
(3.19) to have
e3, 1(t; =, C )=O(1) =*2M 2(t)(t+1)&3=O(1)(M4(t)+=*4)(t+1)&_,
which also gives us the desired estimate on Ei2 . The cases 3 j5 are
proved in a similar way. K




( } , t)"L=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2(t+1)&3+( j2), (3.41)
where i=1, 2, 2 j5.
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Proof. For |x|=t, =>0 sufficiently small, by (3.19), (3.14), (3.17),









=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&3+( j2). (3.42)
























x j } _ } u3x
 ju i
x j }+ } u3
 j+1ui
x j+1 }& (x, t) dx











& (x, t) dx=12.
(3.43)







+O(1)(M2(t)+=*2)(t+1)&1 &u3&2 (t) &ui&6 (t)
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)4 (t+1)&1. (3.44)







+O(1) E 120j (t; =, C )[E1j (t; =, C )+E0, j+1(t; =, C )]
12
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)4 (t+1)&6+ j. (3.45)
Taking square roots of (3.44) and (3.45), we obtain the desired
estimates. K
We now begin to estimate the contribution of the nonlinear sources in
(3.11).
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(t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i (t&{))22+ (t&{)
l
y l
g1( y, {) dy d{
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 , i (x, t), (3.46)
where l=0, 1, i=1, 2.





( p , s )( p& p ) ux+O(1) |(s&s ) ux |









+O(1)( |u3 u1x |+|u3 u2x | )
+O(1)(u21+u
2











( y, {; * j)
+O(1) M2({)({+1)&2  ( y, {; 0), (3.47)
where a=(18c )(c2p)( p , s ) is a constant, and in the last step we have
considered | y|(c 2)({+1) and | y|(c 2)({+1), respectively, for








av+ (t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i (t&{))22+ (t&{)
l+1
yl+1







a v+ (t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i (t&{))22+ (t&{)
l+1
yl+1








} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&54 :
2
j=1








} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&2  ( y, {; 0) dy d{
#I1+I2+I3+I4 , (3.48)
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where +* is given in (3.16) and == 12 (+*&(2+ v ))>0. To estimate I1 and
I2 , we assume i=1. The case i=2 is similar. For l=0, 1, we use (3.19),














(t&{)&1 e&(x& y&*1(t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{) } 
l
yl








} _%2 \y, {; *1 , +*2 ++({+1)&34 ( y, {; *1)
+({+1)&1 ( y, {; *2)& dy d{
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2[%1(x, t; *1 , +*)+(t+1)&14](x, t; *1)
+(t+1)&12 (x, t; *2)+|x&*1(t+1)|&54 |x&*2(t+1)| &12
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,1(x, t)
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t),
where we have used Young inequality, and K>4c is a constant. Now we





2(t)(t+1)& j2 ,22(x, t)
=O(1) M2(t)[%2+ j (x, t; *2 , +*)+(t+1)&34 (x, t; *2)
+(t+1)&34 (x, t; *1)].







=O(1) |u2 | ( |u1xx |+| g1 |+| g2 | )+O(1) u22x
=O(1) |u2 | [ |u1xx |+( |u1 |+|u2 |+|u3 |+|u1x |+ |u2x |+|u3x | )
} ( |u1x |+|u2x | )+|u2xx |]+O(1) u22x
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=O(1) M2(t)[%4(x, t; *2 , +*)+(t+1)&32 (x, t; *2)
+(t+1)&32 (x, t; *1)].
Therefore, (2.24) gives us
I2=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 [(x, t; *1)+(t+1)&14 (x, t; *2)
+|x&*1(t+1)|&1 |x&*2(t+1)|&12
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,1(x, t)
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 , i (x, t).
To estimate I3 , we apply Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, with :=l+1, :$=0, ;=52.
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.7) then give us
I3=O(1) M2(t)[%l+1(x, t; *i , +*)+(t+1)&l2 (x, t; * i)
+(t+1)&(l2)&(14) (x, t; *j)+|x&*i (t+1)| &32 |x&*j (t+1)|&l2
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t),
where 1 j2 and j{i. Similarly, we apply Lemma 2.6 to I4 . For l=0,
we have :=1, :$=0, ;=4. Equation (2.25) gives us
I4=O(1) M2(t)[%1(x, t; *i , +*)+%72(x, t; 0, +*)
+(x, t; *i)+(t+1)&1 (x, t; 0)
+|x&*i (t+1)|&32 char[min(*i , 0)(t+1)
+K - t+1xmax(*i , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)[%1(x, t; *i , +*)+(x, t; *i)]

















} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&32  ( y, {; 0) dy d{.
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The first integral has the same estimate as in (3.49). For the second
integral, we have :=2, :$=0, ;=3 in (2.25). Thus
I4=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&12 [, i (x, t)+%2(x, t; *i , +*)+%3(x, t; 0, +*)
+(t+1)&12 (x, t; *i)+(t+1)&1 (x, t; 0)
+(|x&*i (t+1)|&32 |x|&12+|x&* i (t+1)|&1 |x|&1)
} char[min(*i , 0)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*i , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&12 ,i (x, t). K










(t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i (t&{))22+ (t&{)
l
yl
(*ig2)( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t), (3.50)
where l=0, 1, i=1, 2.






























v + ux+ ( y, {) } dy d{







(t&{)&1&(l2) e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)


















(t&{)&1&(l2) e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)
} (u21+u
2















v + ux+ ( y, {) } dy d{


















} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&54 :
2
j=1























v + ux+ ( y, {) } dy d{
#I1+I2+I3+I4 , (3.51)
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where a is a constant, and == 12 (+*&2+ v )>0. For I1 , (2.4), (2.7) give us
I1=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 [%1(x, t; *i , +*)+(x, t; * i)
+(t+1)&14 (x, t; * j)+|x&*i (t+1)| &1 |x&*j (t+1)| &12
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t),
where 1 j2, j{i, and K>4c is a constant. Notice that I2+I3 is
bounded by I3+I4 in (3.48), hence has the desired bound. For I4 , the case
l=0 is simpler. It consists of two terms: One is bounded by I1 , the other







(t&{)&1 e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)
} [( |u1x |+|u2x | )2+|u3x |( |u1x |+|u2x | )( |u1 |+ |u2 | )



















} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)( |u3 u1xx |+ |u3u2xx | )( y, {) dy d{
#I41+I42 .
Here I41 is bounded by I1 in (3.51) and I4 in (3.48), hence has the desired
estimate. For I42 , we first consider |x| 12c (t+1). By (2.25), with :=2,








} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&32  ( y, {; 0) dy d{
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=O(1) M2(t)[%2(x, t; *i , +*)+%3(x, t; 0, +*)
+(t+1)&12 (x, t; *i)+(t+1)&1 (x, t; 0)
+( |x&*i (t+1)|&32 |x|&12+|x&*i (t+1)| &1 |x|&1)
} char[min(*i , 0)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*i , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&12 [%1(x, t; * i , +*)+(x, t; *i)]
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t).








(t&{)&12 (M({)+=*)2 ({+1)&2 d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&2
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t). K










(t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i(t&{))22+ (t&{)
2
y2
(g1+*ig2)( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 , (x, t), (3.52)
where i=1, 2.
Proof. Denote the left-hand side of (3.52) as I. By (3.2), (3.6), (3.47),









(t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i (t&{))22+ (t&{)
2
y2
} [ g1+O(1)( |u1x |+|u2x |+ |u3x | ) } ( |u1x |+|u2x | )







(t&{)&1 e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)
} [( |u1x |+|u2x |+|u1xx |+|u2xx |+|u3x |+|u3xx | )
} ( |u1x |+|u2x | )+( |u1 |+|u2 |+|u3 |+|u3x | )( |u1xx |+ |u2xx | )










(t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i (t&{))22+ (t&{)
2
y2
_a(u21&u22)x ( y, {)+O(1) M2({)({+1)&54 :
2
j=1
( y, {; *j)



















(t&{)&1 e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{) |u3 |
} ( |u1xxx |+|u2xxx | )( y, {) dy d{
#I1+I2+I3 , (3.53)
where a is a constant, == 12 (+*&2+ v )>0, and for u3( y, {) and its deri-
vatives, we have considered | y| 12c ({+1) and | y|
1
2c ({+1) respectively.
For instance, if | y| 12c ({+1),
|u3xxu1x |( y, {)=O(1) M2({)({+1)&12 , ( y) ,1( y, {)
=O(1) M2({)({+1)&2 , ( y)
=O(1) M2({)({+1)&32  ( y, {; 0).







(t&{)&2 e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)(u21+u
2







(t&{)&1 e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)
} (u21x+u
2











( y, {; *j)+({+1)&32  ( y, {; 0)& dy d{



















} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&54 :
2
j=1








} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{) } ({+1)&14 :
2
j=1
( y, {; *j) dy d{







} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&32  ( y, {; 0) dy d{




+%1(x, t; 0, +*)+(t+1)&12 (x, t; 0)(1+log(t+1))
+(|x&*1(t+1)|&12 |x&*2(t+1)| &12+|x&*i (t+1)| &32)
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]&
+O(1) M2(t)( |x&* i (t+1)|&32 |x| &1+|x&*i (t+1)|&1 |x|&32)
} char[min(*i , 0)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*i , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]
=O(1) M2(t) , (x, t),
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( y, {; *j)+({+1)&32  ( y, {; 0)& dy d{




+%3(x, t; 0, +*)+(t+1)&32 (x, t; 0)
+|x&*i (t+1)|&1 |x&* i $(t+1)|&32
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]
+(|x&*i (t+1)|&32 |x| &32+|x&*i (t+1)|&1 |x|&2)
} char[min(*i , 0)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*i , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]&
=O(1) M2(t) , (x, t),
where 1i $2, i ${i. To estimate I3 , we consider |x| 12 c (t+1) and
|x| 12c (t+1) respectively. For |x|
1








} e&(x& y&*i (t&{))2(+*&=)(t&{)({+1)&1  ( y, {; 0) dy d{
=O(1) M2(t)[%3(x, t; *i , +*)+%2(x, t; 0, +*)
+(t+1)&1 (x, t; *i)+(t+1)&1 (x, t; 0)
+( |x&*i (t+1)|&1 |x| &32+|x&*i (t+1)|&12 |x|&2)
} char[min(*i , 0)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*i , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]]
=O(1) M2(t) , (x, t).
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(t&{)&12 (M({)+=*)2 ({+1)&32 d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&32=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 , (x, t). K










(t&{)&12 e&v (x& y&*i(t&{))22+ (t&{)
l
y l
(g1+*i g2)( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&(12)(5&l ), (3.55)
where i=1, 2, l=3, 4.



















































xl+1 }+( |u1 |+|u2 |+|u3 | )& ( y, {) dy d{
#I1+I2 .
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Clearly, I1 has the same bound as I2 in (3.54). That is,
I1=O(1) M 2(t) , (x, t)=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&1.




















x l+1 "L({)& d{.











(t&{)&12 [=*M({)({+1)&12+(M({)+=*)2 ({+1)&12] d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&12. K








(Gi&G i* )(x& y, t&{)
l
yl
g~ ( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&l2 , i (x, t),(3.56)
where l=0, 1, i=1, 2.
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Proof. Denote the left-hand side of (3.56) as I. Let
b1=(1, 1)t, b2=(&c , c )t=(*1 , *2)t. (3.57)




















(Gi&Gi* )(x& y, t&{) b1 a
l+1


























v + ux+ ( y, {) dy d{
#I1+I2+I3 ,
where a is the constant in (3.47). By integration by parts, (3.8), (3.19),































































[%2( y, {; *j , +*)+({+1)&12 ( y, {; *j)] dy d{






(x, {; *j) d{






(x, {; * j) d{
=O(1) M 2(t)(t+1)&(l+1)2 _ :
2
j=1





} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]&






(x, {; *j) d{










 (x, t; *j)




=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 , i (x, t),






















2)x](x, {) } d{































=O(1) M 2(t) _ :
2
j=1







} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]
+%4(x, t; 0, +*)+(t+1)&(t2)&(32) (x, t; 0)(1+log(t+1))
+:
2
|x&*j (t+1)|&32 |x| &(l+1)2 } char[min(*j , 0)(t+1)







(x, {; *j) d{






















=O(1) M 2(t)(t+1)&32 (x2+1)&34
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2  (x, t; *1)
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t);






=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&l2  (x, t; *1)
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&l2 , i (x, t).
This settles I2 . For I3 , we notice that b2 has the special form in (3.57), and











e&(x& y&*j (t&{))2C*(t&{)+ }\+v&
+










































v + ux + (x, {) } d{






















(x, {; * j)+({+1)&2  (x, t; 0)& d{


























=O(1) M2(t) _ :
2
j=1




+( |x&*1(t+1)|&1 |x&*2(t+1)| &1&(l2)
+|x&*1(t+1)|&1&(l2) |x&*2(t+1)|&1)
} char[*1(t+1)+K - t+1x*2(t+1)&K - t+1]




|x&* j(t+1)| &32 |x|&1&(l2) } char[min(*j , 0)(t+1)
+K - t+1xmax(*j , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]







 (x, t; *j)+{I3*,0,
if l=1
if l=0


















e&(t&{)C |u3 | ( |u1xx |+|u2xx | )(x, {) d{.















e&(t&{)C({+1)&32  (x, t; 0) d{
=O(1) M 2(t) _ :
2
j=1








( |x&*j (t+1)|&32 |x|&1+|x&* j (t+1)|&1 |x|&32)
} char[min(*j , 0)(t+1)+K - t+1x
max(*j , 0)(t+1)&K - t+1]+(t+1)&32  (x, t; 0)&
=O(1) M2(t)(t+1)&l2 , i (x, t).
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e&(t&{)C(&u3u1xx &L({)+&u3u2xx &L({)) d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&2
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t). K











g~ ( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 , (x, t), (3.58)
where i=1, 2.
Proof. Denote the left-hand side of (3.58) as I. By integration by parts,



















x j }+ }
 jg2
x j }++ }
2g1











} \} g1y }+ }
g2






































} [ |u3u1xxx |+|u3u2xxx |]( y, {) dy d{
#I1+I2+I3+I4 .
From (3.54), I1=O(1) M 2(t) , (x, t). By (2.28), (3.17),
I2=O(1) M2(t) _(t+1)&34 :
2
j=1




e&(t&{)C({+1)&2 ( |x|+1)&1 d{&
=O(1) M2(t) , (x, t)+O(1) M 2(t)(t+1)2 ( |x|+1)&1
=O(1) M2(t) , (x, t).
If |x| 12c (t+1), by (3.19), (3.14), (3.17),




=O(1) M 2(t)(t+1)&1 ,3(x)
=O(1) M 2(t) , (x, t).






=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 , (x, t).
I4 is exactly I3 in (3.53), hence has the desired bound. K
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(Gi&Gi* )(x& y, t&{)
l
yl
g~ ( y, {) dy d{
=O(1)(M(t)+=*)2 (t+1)&12 (5&l ), (3.59)
where i=1, 2, l=3, 4.




















x j }+ }
 jg2
x j }++ }
 lg1















y l&1 }+ ( y, {) dy d{
The first and the third terms have been treated in Lemma 3.14, and have
the desired bound. The second term can be treated in a similar way as the
third one. K







g3(x, {) d{={O(1) M
2(t) ,3(x),






















i (x, {; *j)+, 2(x, {)& d{
=O(1) M2(t) ,3(x)+O(1) M2(t) |
t
0
({+1)&2 ( |x|+1)&1 d{
=O(1) M2(t) ,3(x)+O(1) M2(t)( |x|+1)&1
=O(1) M2(t) , (x). K
We now close the stability analysis. Under the assumptions of Theorem





ui (x, t) }C[=*+(M(t)+=*)2](t+1)&l2 ,i (x, t),
i=1, 2, l=0, 1,




ui ( } , t)"LC[=*+(M(t)+=*)2](t+1)&(12)(5&l ),




u3(x, t) }C[=*+M2(t)] ,3(x), l=0, 1,
|u3xx(x, t)|C[=*+M2(t)] , (x).
These inequalities and (3.18) imply that
M(t)C[=*+(M(t)+=*)2].
If =* is sufficiently small, we have
M(t)C=* (3.61)
for all t0. Equations (3.19), (3.61), (3.6), (3.14), (3.17) give us (1.3) and
(1.4).
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